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Romania’s coming of age: How the transition generation could
push Romania toward real political change
Romania’s Prime Minister, Victor Ponta, resigned on 4 November following a deadly fire in a
nightclub in Bucharest. Following the resignation, a new ‘technocratic’ government led by Dacian
Cioloș entered office on 17 November. Cristian Nitoiu writes that the recent developments in
Romania have coincided with the political coming of age of the country’s ‘transition generation’. He
argues that while the new government may not constitute a genuine break with the past, the active
political role now played by the generation of Romanians born in the 1980s and 1990s has the
potential to generate real political change in the coming years.
The last 25 years have highlighted that the transition of the post-Communist states from Central and Eastern Europe
to democracy has been a gradual and non-linear process, with many ups and downs. Recent developments in
Poland and Hungary have shown for example that changes in the government can have a negative impact on
democratic standards. Moreover, accession to the EU seems to have decreased the level of progress towards
strengthening democratic institutions and processes in the post-Communist states.
The transition that followed the fall of Communism in these countries has also influenced the way generations born
around the end of the Cold War (80s and 90s) have chosen to engage with politics. Discontent with their countries’
leaders and the political system created by the transition has made these generations more politically conscious.
Romania is an interesting case in this respect, as the ‘political’ coming of age by the transition generation has
recently started to mature. Most recently, following the resignation of Victor Ponta as Prime Minister, an apparently
‘technocratic’ government named by new Prime Minister Dacian Cioloș was put in place via a vote of confidence in
the Romanian parliament on 17 November. How has Romania reached this point? The political coming of age of the
Romanian transition generation has had at least three key stages.
Three acts in the transition generation’s coming of age
The first act in the process was a social coming of age. For much of the 90s and the first part of the 2000s the
transition generation was largely inactive, silent and utterly inattentive to political developments. What most people of
this generation were sensitive to were liberal ideas and values. These provided emancipation from conservative
values which were still ubiquitous in Romanian society during this time.
Cultural or artistic forms of expression marked the development of social awareness, fostering tremendous creativity
and the glue for the emergence of collective identities. Nevertheless, the social world was largely perceived by the
transition generation as somewhat remote or distanced from the petty and boring squabbles of corrupt politicians.
The second act, was an economic coming of age. Romania’s EU membership, which was achieved in 2007, coupled
with the gradual entry into the workforce of the transition generation, made individuals increasingly aware of the
importance of economic governance on their lives. Moreover, the economic coming of age was caused by a
realisation of the fact that their social world was progressing at a much greater speed than the economic conditions of
the country. However, the willingness to collectively try to shape the political system in order to change the social and
economic outlook of the country was still low.
The third act was a political coming of age, which has emerged only in the last five years. It was first directed against
the way politicians were handling various cultural, social or environmental issues. Gradually it spread to the issue of
rule of law, corruption, nepotism and the basic liberties of citizens.
Recently, the tragic fire and loss of lives in the Colectiv club provided the glue that united the transition generation in
acknowledging that politics ultimately has a deep effect on their lives. As a result of this, the transition generation
expressed a desire to engage in changing the political system and forcing politicians to renounce their corrupt ways of
doing politics. This idea has undoubtedly spread throughout Romanian society and is supported by people from
various generations.
A deeply polarised generation, but a uniform political landscape
While the desire to change the political system from the bottom up seems to be shared by the majority of the
population, in terms of the actual direction of change the public sphere is very much polarised. The tragedy of the fire
at the Colectiv club amassed an extremely emotional response from the transition generation. It produced in
particular a revelation that widespread corruption can pose a direct threat to people’s lives and that the state should
be led by professionals rather than greedy politicians.
The most vocal and organised groups of the transition generation have assumed activist roles in pursuing a diverse
set of liberal ideas such as the protection of the environment, gender equality, secularism and the ‘sharing’ economy.
Nevertheless, not all Romanians from the transition generation identify with this liberal agenda (and even more
citizens from older generations), which has led to increased polarisation.
On the other hand, the existing political landscape embodies a series of ideas and a way of doing politics which
barely resonates with most groups within Romanian society. The public perception is that politicians are not guided
by ideology or contrasting views of the state, but by a reckless desire to enhance their wealth and capture state power
in a sustainable manner. Former Prime Minister Ponta’s resignation was partly a result of the fact that politicians are
coming to terms with the reality that Romanian society, polarised though it may be, is increasingly united by the
desire to change the political system.
The new technocratic government
To a large extent the new Cioloș government is a response to the political coming of age of the transition generation
and the desire to transform the political system. It promises to deliver more professionalism and usher in a change of
ideas and practices in Romanian politics which are not tainted by current political parties. While it is unfair to judge
the new government so early, it is clear that most of the so-called technocrats in the government have strong links
with political parties or have played key roles in the establishment.
Several examples illustrate the point, such as the Defence and Foreign Affairs Ministers who have served in high
level positions for many years, and the Minister for Development and Administration, who is a key figure in the former
ruling party (PSD). Moreover, the new government made something of a fool of itself when it proposed at the
recommendation of certain politicians a 29 year old who was still completing his medical residency for the position of
Health Minister.
The proposal was withdrawn shortly after as the new Prime Minister learned of the proposed candidate’s professional
status, but also allegedly due to his past work as a model. This event shows that Cioloș not only has his hands tied by
the traditional parties, but also that the transition generation is still not taken seriously by politicians. In this context it
is difficult to imagine that the new government will deliver on the expectations of the transition generation, and
welcome genuinely new people, ideas or ways of doing politics into the fold.
Future options for the transition generation
Changing the political system and Romania’s way of doing politics is a notably broad aspiration which can easily be
taken advantage of. A more effective approach would be to focus on improving or creating new ways of holding
politicians and institutions accountable, increasing the transparency of political processes, or encouraging openness,
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responsibility and responsiveness both within society and politics.
Nevertheless, these more specific goals cannot be
achieved without engaging in a broader debate about
the role of the state and the individual, which has
unfortunately been ignored during the transition
period. The transition generation now has broadly
three ways in which it can aim to proactively shape the
political system.
First, it can seek to try and change the system from
within by flooding traditional parties in the hope that
well trained and responsible individuals would rise
through the ranks. Current politicians will most likely try
to prevent this from occurring at all cost. Second, it
could create new parties and provide clear alternatives
to the old political system. Nevertheless, traditional
parties have a strong hold on Romanian society and
media, which makes the emergence of new parties in
the parliament almost impossible.
Finally, the transition generation could focus primarily on activism concerning specific issues in order to put
continuous pressure on politicians. While this approach might be effective in the short term in relation to some policy
areas, it is not sustainable nor does it lead to genuine change in the political system. Ultimately positive political
transformation in democratic societies is a long and arduous process, but the political coming of age of the transition
generation signals that change is on the horizon.
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